really is focused on the water question, " he says. That may reflect the fact that the $500-millionplus LRO was paid for by the NASA division that advances human exploration, rather than its science division. Mark Robinson, principal investigator for the spacecraft's main camera, acknowledges that its suite of instruments would probably have been different had its mission arisen via the science directorate.
But Robinson, a geologist at Arizona State University in Tempe, says there will be plenty of data to satisfy scientists of any stripe. The highresolution camera, working 50 kilometres above the Moon's airless surface, will have a resolution of 1 metre, finally giving scientists maps of the Moon as good as those available for Mars.
The camera will focus first on 50 sites determined by the exploration office (see 'Top targets'), but many of the sites have overlapping science questions. For instance, many of the Moon's maria -sea-like plains of basalt -are rich in titanium, which could be mined. But mapping the deposits could also help scientists understand mysteriously wide differences in titanium concentrations.
Just because NASA's astronaut office is interested in the LRO's data doesn't mean that scientists aren't, says Robinson. "You can't separate the two, " he says. "Science enables exploration, exploration enables science. " Norway's research minister, Tora Aasland, has acknowledged the urgent need for new monitoring infrastructure. In a response last month to letters from worried scientists, she said that the Research Council of Norway is prepared to consider scientific proposals for work at Station Mike, and that a decision on funding those could be made this summer.
Even so, the days of the Polarfront seem to be numbered. "I have received an overwhelming number of statements stressing the importance of continuing the operation of the ship, but no further offers to share the expenses," says Anton Eliassen, director of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute.
